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ABSTRACT
This study explored the sequential interplay between challenges and
regulatory processes in high- and low-performing collaborative groups.
66 students from a Finnish higher education institution participated in a
collaborative task in groups of three. Approximately 34 h of video data
were coded. The sequential analysis revealed that both groups had
higher sequential transitions between cognitive regulation and
emotional/motivational regulation, rather than cognitive challenges.
The high-performing groups demonstrated a stronger sequential link
between emotional/motivational regulation and cognitive regulation
than the low-performing groups did when faced with cognitive
challenges. The study establishes a theoretical grounding and advances
our understanding of regulated learning. Since collaborative learning
tasks are highly adopted in the higher education context, especially in
the Nordic region, this study has practical implications for higher
education in these countries and beyond as they seek to develop
pedagogical methodologies and customised support to help
collaborative groups resolve challenges by initiating regulatory processes.
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Introduction

The rapid growth in globalisation has turned us towards collaboration to resolve complex chal-
lenges (Järvelä et al., 2020). Collaborative learning settings are considered important to inculcate
the vital skills needed to succeed in the twenty-first century. Therefore, various education systems
have been adopting pedagogical methodologies, such as constructive teaching strategies that
include problem- and practice-oriented learning and enquiry-based learning, to equip students
with collaborative learning skills (Cukurova et al., 2018).

In collaborative learning, learners face various types of challenges (Hadwin et al., 2018). These
challenges can include, for example, cognitive challenges, such as understanding the task goals and
content and selecting appropriate strategies to progress with the task (Koivuniemi et al., 2018;
Näykki et al., 2014). Emotional and motivational challenges, such as anxiety, frustration, and a
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lack of self-efficacy, are also observed in collaborative learning settings (Järvenoja et al., 2019; Jär-
venoja et al., 2013). To succeed in collaborative learning, research has shown that learners should
advance deliberate initiatives and efforts to plan, monitor, control, and evaluate individual as well as
group members’ collective cognitive, motivational, emotional, and behavioural aspects, as this
would help in tackling the challenges they face during collaboration. The literature calls this process
the regulation of learning (Hadwin et al., 2010; Järvelä et al., 2008; Volet & Mansfield, 2006). In
collaborative learning, research has placed great weight on understanding and unfolding the regu-
lation of learning, as it ensures joint knowledge construction and prepares learners to take on chal-
lenges to attain their learning goals (Malmberg et al., 2017).

As in many other settings, in collaborative learning, learning happens in sequence. The sequen-
tiality of learning could be more precisely explained as a series of events/actions in collaborative
learning (i.e., how and when learning processes occur, which event/action leads to another, and
what comes after; Bannert et al., 2013). Unfolding the sequences of learning advances the theoretical
framework of regulated learning, as it reveals the interplay between the challenges groups face and
the existing regulatory processes (i.e., planning, monitoring, and controlling); the process of unfold-
ing also explains which regulatory process is more efficient and has stronger sequential relations
with challenges (Malmberg et al., 2017).

Most empirical studies on collaborative learning have primarily investigated regulatory pro-
cesses in terms of sequentiality. In this regard, Chang et al.’s (2017) exploration of regulatory pro-
cesses found unsuccessful collaborative groups to have a sequential association of monitoring and
reflecting with planning and executing. In contrast, successful groups developed a sequential
relationship of monitoring and reflecting with understanding, exploring, formulating, and rep-
resentation. Malmberg et al. (2017) also explored the sequential relationship between regulatory
and executive processes. In terms of sequences, the researchers found a substantial relationship
between the regulatory processes of planning and monitoring. Molenaar and Chiu (2014) also
aimed to explore the sequentiality of regulatory processes, and according to their findings, planning
was correlated with low cognition, which was then correlated with high cognition. By applying pro-
cess mining, Schoor and Bannert’s (2012) study also examined regulatory processes, but the process
models of the two profiles of groups (low- and high-achieving dyads) in their study revealed no
differences regarding sequential relations.

Although the aforementioned studies have advanced theoretical and methodological under-
standings regarding the sequential nature of regulatory processes, there is a scarcity of research
examining the sequential nature of regulatory processes in relation to the challenges that groups
face during collaborative work. Therefore, we argue that examining regulatory processes in a
sequential relationship with challenges by categorising collaborative groups (i.e., low and high per-
formance) is vital to advance the theoretical and methodological grounding of regulated learning
and to outline the educational implications for designing pedagogical approaches, improving learn-
ing content, and providing customised support to collaborative groups with different performance
profiles in Nordic higher education. Although some studies have investigated the sequential
relationships between challenges and regulatory processes, these studies are limited in two ways.
First, they have focused on a single profile of collaborative groups, and second, they only investigate
the sequentiality of challenges in relation to emotion regulation (Järvenoja et al., 2019). To advance
the research on this topic, our second argument is that the regulatory processes of cognition (i.e.,
planning, monitoring, and controlling) and emotion/motivation has not been adequately investi-
gated. We thus find it important to investigate the sequential relationship between cognitive and
emotional/motivational challenges. This will be achieved by categorising collaborative groups
into high- and low-performing ones using state-of-the-art process mining methodologies.

Our last argument relates to the Nordic educational perspective in terms of the educational
implications for higher education. Many studies in the higher education context that are situated
in the Nordic region have found that collaborative learning is challenging; learners face different
challenges, such as those of a cognitive (Koivuniemi et al., 2018), socio-cognitive (Naÿkki et al.,
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2021b), emotional (Järvenoja et al., 2019), socio-emotional (Näykki et al., 2014), and motivational
nature (Järvenoja et al., 2017). In the context of teacher education in the Nordic region, many tea-
cher education students are still prepared in a so-called traditional teacher-led schooling culture,
which often makes them inactive in knowledge construction and unable to meet the true demands
of collaborative learning, as well as unprepared to implement educational technology as a means of
support for collaborative learning (Häkkinen et al., 2017; Naÿkki et al., 2021a). Hence, as the present
study is situated in the Nordic region, it has some educational implications for designing collabora-
tive learning in higher education in the Nordic region.

Theoretical framework

Socially shared regulation of learning (SSRL)

Challenges in collaborative learning urge learners to initiate regulation (Hadwin et al., 2011). Such
regulation and its corresponding challenges can be described within the theoretical framework of
the socially shared regulation of learning (SSRL; Järvelä, Järvenoja, et al., 2016). In terms of regu-
lation, SSRL posits that learners jointly share their beliefs, prior knowledge, and understanding of a
task and its content to negotiate and plan strategies to initiate the regulation of individual and joint
cognitive, motivational, emotional, and behavioural aspects ( Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013; Järvelä,
Kirschner, et al., 2016).

SSRL occurs at individual as well as group levels, enabling learners to attain their joint goals
(Hadwin et al., 2011). Individual and group regulatory processes are interdependent. Each learner
in a group contribute to their own understanding of the task, beliefs, and knowledge to negotiate
strategies for regulating not only their own cognitive, emotional, motivational, and behavioural
aspects, but also those of the group member as a whole (Hadwin et al., 2011; Järvelä et al., 2019).
The theoretical grounding of SSRL posits that individual regulatory processes become shared at
the group level, with learners working together to establish task objectives, monitor their progress,
and optimise their performance (Järvenoja et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021).

To succeed in a collaborative task, learners must focus on SSRL and regulate different domains of
learning, such as cognition (i.e., for applying strategies and developing task perception), motivation,
and emotion (i.e., for developing a sense of willingness, inclusion, and interest in working together
to meet the requirements of the task and sustain socio-emotional balance and social coherence;
Malmberg et al., 2015). SSRL’s theoretical grounding explains how learners operate and sustain
the regulatory processes of planning, monitoring, and controlling for not only their shared learning,
but also for joint understanding and socio-emotional cohesiveness (Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013; Pana-
dero & Järvelä, 2015). For example, initiating the regulatory processes of monitoring could help not
only to meet the standards of the task, but also to check group progress, ensure understanding, and
apply further strategies to proceed with the task (Kempler-Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011).

Sequential nature of regulation in collaborative learning

In collaborative learning, learners create different types of events, such as those that are cognitive,
motivational, and emotional. These events can be categorised into different types of challenges and
regulations. These events take place in a series of connections and sequentially influence each other,
forming different paths of regulatory processes and challenges that are sequentially connected.
According to Järvelä, Järvenoja, et al. (2016), research puts weight on the significance of unfolding
these paths to open the “black box” of learning processes and to gain insights from the sequential
patterns of regulatory processes and challenges in collaborative learning. Kapur (2011) explains
how unfolding sequential patterns of interactions (i.e., challenges and regulatory processes) in col-
laborative learning might answer certain challenging questions in educational research, such as how
learners plan and monitor their learning activities, how they apply strategies to control their
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learning and attend to joint learning objectives, how collaborative groups react (or not) to any par-
ticular type of challenge, and which challenges or regulatory actions are more frequently prominent
in terms of sequences (Bakhtiar et al., 2013; Knight et al., 2017).

Although unpacking regulatory processes has been challenging, investigating them in terms of
sequences could be helpful in increasing learning outcomes (Kapur, 2011). Keeping this in con-
sideration, a few studies have empirically examined the sequential nature of regulatory processes
in collaborative learning (Chang et al., 2017; Järvenoja et al., 2019; Malmberg et al., 2017; Molenaar
& Chiu, 2014; Paans et al., 2019a; Schoor & Bannert, 2012; Zhang et al., 2021). Specifically, Chang
et al. (2017) examined collaborative problem solving in terms of a sequential relationship by cap-
turing the learning constructs of “exploring & understanding”, “representation & formulating”,
“planning & executing”, and “monitoring & reflecting” in two profiles of collaborative groups
(i.e., successful and unsuccessful groups). The authors applied lag-sequential analysis and found
that unsuccessful groups had sequential patterns between “planning & executing” and “monitoring
& reflecting”. At the same time, successful groups developed a sequential relationship of “monitor-
ing & reflecting” with “exploring & understanding” and “representation & formulating”. In terms of
frequency, the study revealed more occurrences of “monitoring & reflecting” in the learning activi-
ties of successful groups than unsuccessful ones. In contrast, unsuccessful groups superseded suc-
cessful groups in terms of the frequency of “monitoring & reflecting”.

In another study, Malmberg et al. (2017) investigated the sequential relationship between execu-
tive processes and regulation in collaborative learning. They used video data to record the research
constructs of planning, monitoring, and task execution. With the help of lag-sequential analysis,
they discovered that socially shared monitoring facilitated knowledge construction in learners.
Their study also found a strong association between planning and monitoring. Contrary, in Järve-
noja et al.’s (2019) study, the authors investigated how cognitive, emotional, and motivational chal-
lenges were related to emotion regulation strategies, including task structuring, increasing
awareness, encouragement, and social reinforcement. Through their sequential analysis, the authors
found that cognitive challenges were often occurred independently of emotional and motivational
challenges. This study also revealed that emotional regulation strategies tended to be more closely
connected to each other than to cognitive challenges. Finally, the researchers found that learners
encountered more cognitive challenges when resolving emotional and motivational challenges.

Zhang et al. (2021) applied epistemic network analysis to investigate regulated learning between
high- and low-performing groups. The researchers found that both groups engaged in similar
sequential patterns dealing with planning, monitoring, and evaluating. However, the high-perform-
ing groups benefited more by initiating patterns between positive and negative emotions as com-
pared to the low-performing groups. The analysis also revealed that the high-performing groups
established stronger connections between monitoring and socio-emotional regulation compared
to the low-performing groups.

Although each of these studies investigated regulatory processes in sequentiality, the sequential
relationship between challenges and regulatory processes was not the focus of any of them. Research
emphasises the importance of investigating regulations in sequential relationships with challenges,
as it might provide insightful perspectives on learners’ interactions when they face challenges
(Bakhtiar et al., 2013; Järvelä, Järvenoja, et al., 2016; Kapur, 2011). Further, the sequential relation-
ship between cognitive regulation and challenges has remained beyond the scope of most studies
(Chang et al., 2017; Malmberg et al., 2017; Molenaar & Chiu, 2014; Paans et al., 2019b; Schoor &
Bannert, 2012; Su et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021). Moreover, there is scarce literature on regulated
learning and the empirical grounding of the sequential pathways of the regulatory processes of
emotion/motivation in relation to cognition, especially with respect to how cognitive and
emotional/motivational challenges could be investigated in categorised (i.e., high- and low-per-
forming) collaborative groups in higher education.

Considering this research gap, for the present study, the participants were categorised into high-
and low-performing groups, as the literature suggests that learners’ responses and actions vary
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according to learning tasks and learning contexts. Furthermore, pedagogical approaches also differ-
ently influence the regulatory behaviour of learners (Hadwin et al., 2018; Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013;
Zhang et al., 2021). In addition, the collaborative groups were categorised to make this research par-
allel to ongoing studies that have been central to the sequential analysis of regulated learning in col-
laborative learning settings (Chang et al., 2017; Paans et al., 2019a; Su et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021).
In terms of group categorisation, the present study was designed by taking into account the practical
implications of two extreme collaborative groups. For instance, the findings of the regulatory actions
of two categorised groups (i.e., high and low performers) when confronting challenges could help in
the design of tailored learning content, pedagogical approaches, and learning environments to maxi-
mise student learning outcomes. Hence, groups were categorised to advance the theoretical ground-
ings of regulated learning processes and to understand their key features (Zhang et al., 2021).

We argue that there is a gap in the research on the sequential relationship between cognitive
regulation (such as planning, monitoring, and controlling) and emotional/motivational regu-
lation in response to cognitive and emotional/motivational challenges in collaborative learning
at the higher education level. Furthermore, the literature on regulated learning in higher edu-
cation collaborative settings lacks empirical evidence on how high- and low-performing groups
respond to and develop sequential pathways of regulatory processes when faced with diverse
challenges. The connection between the regulatory processes of emotion/motivation and cog-
nition in sequential responses to different challenges remains empirically understudied.

Hence, the present study has attempted to bridge this research gap. First, it focuses on the vital
phenomena of cognitive and emotional/motivational challenges and regulatory processes in face-
to-face collaborative learning in higher education. Second, a sample of collaborative groups was
categorised into high- and low-performing ones. Although some studies have examined the sequen-
tiality between challenges and regulatory processes (Järvenoja et al., 2019), they have not shed any
insight into how challenges and regulation interplay in high- and low-performing groups. Lastly, in
collaborative learning, mostly group interactions are captured from video data by applying time
segmentation of 20 or 30 s, or even five minutes (Isohätälä et al., 2020; Järvenoja et al., 2019;
Mänty et al., 2020; Näykki et al., 2014; Sinha et al., 2015; Sullivan & Wilson, 2015). However, in
the present study, a fine-grained approach was applied to systematically process and capture epi-
sodes/events and code them into categories at the micro level. Through this approach, even a
one-second event/episode in which a combination of words was meaningful and relevant to the
coding category, such as “Oh my God!”, was coded.

To address this research gap, the present research aims to investigate how cognitive and
emotional/motivational challenges and regulation develop into sequential pathways in high-per-
forming groups (HPGs) and low-performing groups (LPGs). Specifically, the study addresses the
following research questions:

RQ1: How do high- and low-performing groups differ in terms of the frequency and duration of different
challenges and regulations observed during face-to-face collaborative learning?

RQ2: How do sequential pathways of cognitive and emotional/motivational challenges and cognitive and
emotional/motivational regulation differ in high- and low-performing groups?

Methodology

Participants and the task

The participants in the study (mean age = 27.8; SD age = 5.43; female = 41, male = 33) were univer-
sity students enrolled in different higher education international degree programmes, including
those at the bachelor’s (n = 5), master’s (n = 52), and PhD levels (n = 16), offered by the University
of Oulu, Finland. The participants were from 35 different countries. Out of 73 participants, 66 com-
pleted the collaborative task in groups of three. The remaining participants completed the task in
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groups of two, either due to a participant failing to engage in the experiment or leaving the colla-
borative task uncompleted for personal reasons. To avoid the confounding effects of differing team
sizes, only groups with three members were included in the data analysis.

A simulation tailorshop task was given to each group to work on in collaboration. The task simu-
lated a critical problem-solving scenario of running a garment company and raising its value as
much as possible by the end of 12 months (Danner et al., 2011), specifically by manipulating com-
plex connections between 24 variables. The simulated company’s value was directly and indirectly
affected by the 24 variables, such as raw material cost, shirt price, shop rent, store locations, and
employee wages. The overall value of the business was determined by the amount of money in
its bank account, the value of its outlet sales, the value of its raw materials and garment products,
and the value of its machinery sales. Based on the participants’ manipulation of the variables, the
simulation updated the value of the business after each month.

The simulation was designed to take place in two phases. The first phase involved exploration,
during which the participants ran the tailorshop company for six simulated months. This helped
them become acquainted with the simulation and the relationship between the company’s value
and the provided variables. The second performance phase restarted the simulation from the begin-
ning and ran for 12 months. In this phase, changes in company values were tracked according to
changes in variables. The present study captured the group interactions (utterances) of both phases.
On average, HPGs took 101.6 min to complete the task, compared to 87.3 min for LPGs.

Data collection

The researchers distributed fliers on the university campus and posted announcements on social
media sites to recruit participants. A free lunch ticket was given to each participant in exchange
for their participation. As the participants were students in different degree programmes, the
dates of their availability to participate varied, which made it impossible for researchers to ran-
domly assign participants to collaborative groups. Therefore, based on their availability on the
same dates, participants were assigned to collaborative groups.

The LeaF Research Infrastructure (https://www.oulu.fi/leaf-eng/) at the University of Oulu is a
state-of-the-art facility designed for research in collaborative learning. For the present study, it
was used to collect video data from three groups simultaneously, with three soundproof rooms
partitioned for this purpose. Upon arrival at the facility, participants were given a consent
form to fill out and sign before being introduced to their group members and directed to the
data collection room. In the room, they were seated in front of a touchscreen desktop computer
and given instructions on the group task objectives by a researcher reading from a pre-written
script. There was no time limit for completing the task, and on average, it took the collaborative
groups 96 min (SD = 28.08). All of the group’s interactions during the task were recorded on
video, and the computer screen was also recorded to observe how the groups interacted with
the simulation interface.

Data analysis

Categorisation of high- and low-performing groups

The analysis of the trend score of the company’s value in each month showed the performance of
the groups (Danner et al., 2011). Specifically, a rise in the company’s value showed that the group
was successful. Therefore, the trend score was computed by adding the number of months in which
the group raised the value of the company. Since the simulation task consisted of 12 months, the
range of the trend scores was between 0 and 12. To categorise HPGs and LPGs, the trend scores
of the groups were analysed with a K-mean cluster analysis. High performance was indicated by
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trend scores that exceeded five, and those below five were associated with low performance (see
Appendix 1).

Video qualitative analysis

The video data for all 22 groups consisted of approximately 34 h. By taking account of the theor-
etical framework of SSRL, the coding scheme (see Appendix 2) was formed by adopting codes from
prior studies (Järvenoja et al., 2019; Kempler-Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011; Ucan & Webb,
2015).

The data were analysed by capturing the research variables (see Appendix 2) from the utterances
of the participants (Heirweg et al., 2020). Each captured episode/event was considered a group-level
event (Järvenoja et al., 2019; Mänty et al., 2020). Instead of relying on a time-segmented window of
20 or 30 s (Isohätälä et al., 2020) or five minutes (Sinha et al., 2015; Sullivan & Wilson, 2015), we
adopted a fine-grained approach to capture meaningful utterances/sentences that were related to
the research variables of the study (Heirweg et al., 2020). This allowed us to capture episodes/events
as short as 1 s.

To ensure the reliability of the data analysis, a coding scheme and criteria were discussed,
explained with examples, and agreed upon with SSRL expert researchers. The primary investigator
of the study coded all the video data through the lens of the coding scheme. One of the co-authors
coded the video data of three random groups to ensure the consistency of the coding. The author
has a broad understanding of the theoretical frameworks of challenges and regulated learning in
collaborative learning. The kappa value of the three random groups’ data (13.6% of the whole data-
set) was checked to ensure inter-rater reliability between the two researchers. Acceptable Cohen’s
kappa (K) values (see Appendix 3) were achieved for all coding variables (Fleiss, 1981). The coding
category of evaluation was omitted from the inter-rater reliability, as it occurred once in each cat-
egory of the groups.

Comparison of HPGs and LPGs in terms of the frequency and duration of challenges and
regulation

The absolute frequencies of each coding category from both groups were calculated into minimum,
maximum, standard deviation, mean, and time-weighted scores to compare the categories between
the groups. In addition, the HPGs’ and LPGs’ time durations (in seconds) for each coding category
were also calculated. We also calculated two types of time-weighted scores: (a) time-weighted fre-
quency and (b) time-weighted duration. Time-weighted frequency was computed by dividing the
absolute frequency of each coding category by the group task time duration (in seconds) separately
for each HPG and LPG. Time-weighted duration, in contrast, was calculated by dividing the total
duration spent on each coding category by the group task time, which was done separately for each
group in both categories. The evaluation coding category was excluded because it had only one
event in both groups.

Several Mann–Whitney U tests were conducted on frequencies, durations (in seconds), time-
weighted durations, and time-weighted frequencies to investigate whether there were statistically
significant differences between HPGs and LPGs regarding the frequencies and durations of each
coding category. As the size of the groups was small, instead of independent samples t-tests, we
applied Mann–Whitney U tests.

Process mining analysis

The captured events/episodes from the video data were formed into event log data that were run
through the “BupaR” package in R software to visualise the sequentiality of all coding categories
(Janssenswillen et al., 2019). The package plots process models that reveal insights into the
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sequences between events. The process models of the high- and low-performing groups, plotted
through the absolute frequencies of the groups, are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The pro-
cess models demonstrate two features: (a) the boxes show the absolute frequency of coding cat-
egories, and (b) the bidirectional pathways (arrows) show sequences between events (i.e., coding
categories in the boxes). The “play” and “stop” signs indicate the start and end of the process,
respectively. The unidirectional arrow in the process models, which originates from the box and

Figure 1. Process model of HPGs showing pathways/sequential relationships among categories (boxes) and bidirectional paths
(arrows). The paths (arrows) refer to the sequence in which events occurred, and their thickness indicates the stronger relation-
ship between the events (boxes). The dashed paths highlight the interactions between different pathways. The number on the
paths refers to the absolute frequency of the research variable.
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follows the same box (i.e., coding category), is considered a recurrent pattern (i.e., a sequential loop
within). This demonstrates that the category followed itself in connection or succession.

To follow the current trends of using process mining in recent studies (Heirweg et al., 2020;
Paans et al., 2019a; Sonnenberg & Bannert, 2015), we retained only significant events and paths,
which were quite significant in terms of frequency, that frequently occurred and were closely con-
nected and correlated in the process models of HPGs and LPGs. Retaining the percentage of

Figure 2. Process model of LPGs showing pathways/sequential relationships among coding categories (boxes) and bidirectional
paths (arrows). The paths (arrows) refer to the sequence in which events occurred, and their thickness indicates the stronger
relationship between the events (boxes). The dashed paths highlight the interactions between different pathways. The number
on the paths refers to the absolute frequency of the research variable.
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absolute frequency of events and paths has not been fixed by any criteria so far in educational
research (Heirweg et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the general guidelines by Fluxicon (2019) were fol-
lowed to avoid complexity and showed only significantly important correlations in terms of the
absolute frequencies of events and paths in the process models of HPGs and LPGs.

Results

Frequency- and duration-wise differences between high- and low-performing groups
(RQ1)

Tables 1 and 2 show the statistical results for frequency and duration, respectively. In terms of
absolute frequency, with total events of 5,720 in HPGs and 4,409 in LPGS, cognitive regulation
(i.e., planning, monitoring, and controlling) was the most frequent activity in both groups. This
means that difficulties with cognitive regulation were more frequently higher in numbers compared
to challenges in both categorised groups.

Frequency and duration of cognitive regulation

Regarding the sub-categories of cognitive regulation, the absolute frequency of planning was the
most observed, with 2,416 events in the HPGs and 1,875 in the LPGs. In terms of duration, planning
was also the most time-consuming regulatory process initiated by both groups. Regarding duration
and frequency, monitoring had the second most observable events, with absolute frequencies of
2,219 and 1,688 in HPGs and LPGs, respectively. Both groups had proportionally quite similar
events for controlling learning in terms of absolute frequencies and durations.

Frequency and duration of cognitive and emotional/motivational challenges

Cognitive challenges (230 events in HPGs and 192 in LPGs) were observed very rarely in terms of
their absolute frequencies and durations. Duration-wise, the time spent by both groups confronting
cognitive challenges was in proportion to its absolute frequency value. LPGs encountered higher
frequencies of emotional/motivational challenges (111) as compared to HPGs (75). In proportion
to absolute frequency, HPGs spent 86 s less on the challenges, whereas LPGs spent 127 s.

Frequency and duration of emotional/motivational regulation

Unlike cognitive regulation, emotional/motivational regulation had a significantly low absolute fre-
quency value. HPGs had 105 events, whereas LPGs had 38 events. Table 2 shows the duration spent
by both groups on emotional/motivational regulation, which is in proportion to the absolute fre-
quency value.

Mann–Whitney U test, time-weighted frequency, and time-weighted duration

Along with the Mann–Whitney U test, the time-weighted frequency and time-weighted duration of
all coding categories (excluding evaluation) were calculated to analyse the values of the frequencies
and durations and to check if there were differences between the groups regarding the coding cat-
egories. Tables 3 and 4 do not present any statistically significant differences between the groups.

This study shares similarities with prior studies in learning regulation, which also failed to find
statistically significant differences between different categories of groups, such as successful vs.
unsuccessful or high vs. low performers. For instance, Schoor and Bannert (2012) found no signifi-
cant statistical difference in the frequencies of coding categories such as planning, monitoring,
coordination, and regulation of motivation between successful and less successful groups. Similarly,
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Table 1. Frequency statistics of coding categories in high and low performing groups.

HPGs LPGs

Absolute frequency Relative frequency Min Max SD Mean Absolute frequency Relative frequency Min Max SD Mean

Cognitive challenge 230 0.0402 5 58 15.68 19.16 192 0.0435 3 36 11.45 19.2
Cognitive regulation planning 2,416 0.4223 128 323 49.58 201.33 1875 0.4252 55 298 73.22 187.5
Cognitive regulation monitoring 2,219 0.3879 117 280 48.37 184.91 1688 0.3828 54 303 73.29 168.8
Cognitive regulation controlling 674 0.1178 10 135 36.17 56.16 504 0.1143 1 132 37.64 50.4
Emotional/motivational challenge 75 0.0131 0 24 6.92 6.25 111 0.0251 0 31 11.62 11.1
Emotional/motivational regulation 105 0.0183 0 10 7.11 8.75 38 0.0086 0 11 3.82 3.8
Evaluating 1 0.0001 0 1 0.28 0.08 1 0.0002 0 1 0.31 0.1
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Table 2. Duration (seconds) statistics of coding categories in high and low performing groups.

HPGs LPGs

Absolute duration (s) Relative duration (s) Min Max SD Mean Absolute duration (s) Relative duration (s) Min Max SD Mean

Cognitive challenge 254 0.0091 7 60 17.42 21.16 200 0.0107 3 40 12.49 20
Cognitive regulation planning 11,312 0.4093 323 1401 296.84 942.66 7600 0.4066 149 1248 353.29 760
Cognitive regulation monitoring 10,015 0.3623 359 1366 331.99 834.58 6573 0.3516 145 1096 326.13 657.3
Cognitive regulation controlling 5,831 0.2109 44 1172 368.62 485.91 4131 0.2210 2 1096 350.26 413.1
Emotional/motivational challenge 86 0.0031 0 28 8.39 7.16 127 0.0067 0 36 12.91 12.7
Emotional/motivational regulation 136 0.0049 0 25 9.00 11.33 43 0.0023 0 15 4.73 4.3
Evaluating 3 0.0001 3 3 0.86 3 17 0.0009 17 17 5.37 17
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Paans et al. (2019a) found no statistical differences in the frequencies of coding categories, such as
reading, monitoring, evaluation, and supporting. In addition, Bannert et al. (2013) found no stat-
istical differences in the frequencies of coding categories, such as orientation, searching, planning,
monitoring, and evaluating. Malmberg et al. (2017) computed Mann–Whitney U tests to compare
the duration spent on planning, monitoring, and task execution by three collaborative groups, but
to a large extent, the researchers did not find statistically significant results.

Nevertheless, Bannert et al. (2013) found that successful groups had higher frequencies of plan-
ning, monitoring, and motivation compared to unsuccessful groups, which aligns with the present
study’s findings that HPGs had higher frequencies of planning, monitoring, and emotional/motiva-
tional regulation compared to LPGs. Similarly, Paans et al. (2019a) found that low-challenge dyads,
who faced fewer challenges, like the HPGs in this study, had more cognitive aspects and fewer
obstacles than high-challenge dyads, who faced more challenges, like the LPGs.

Differences in terms of sequential pathways of cognitive and emotional/motivational
challenges and cognitive and emotional/motivational regulation between high- and low-
performing groups (RQ2)

The process models shown in Figures 1 and 2 of the high- and low-performing groups respectively
show a similar starting pathway, which is a cognitive regulatory process. This finding is parallel with
previous studies indicating that group-level metacognitive monitoring help learners initiate the
adaptive regulation of collaborative learning (Nguyen et al., 2023; Sobocinski et al., 2021). However,
both groups had different sequential pathways between challenges and regulation.

The sequential pathways initiating from monitoring to cognitive challenges were quite the same
in both groups. This shows that, like HPGs, LPGs were mindful to monitor their progress to attain
their learning goals. However, while research emphasise that monitoring is an important regulatory
process that helps learners develop strategies to control their learning, LPGs of this study were
unable to develop strategies when faced with cognitive challenges during the task (Isohätälä
et al., 2020). Collaborative learning environments require groups to respond to challenges and cre-
ate opportunities for regulating cognitive processes. However, the LPGs struggled to respond to
cognitive challenges that may have hindered their performance during the task.

Table 3. Mann-Whitney U values of absolute frequency and duration (seconds) of coding categories in high and low performing
groups.

Absolute frequency Time duration (seconds)

Mann-Whitney U P Mann-Whitney U P

Cognitive challenges 54 .692 57.5 .869
Cognitive regulation planning 53.5 .668 43 .262
Cognitive regulation monitoring 51.5 .575 39 .166
Cognitive regulation controlling 52 .598 54 .692
Emotional/motivational challenges 45 .320 45 .320
Emotional/motivational regulation 34.5 .091 32 .063

Table 4. Mann-Whitney U values of time-weighed frequency and time-weighed duration of coding categories in high and low
performing groups.

Time-weighed frequency Time-weighed duration (s)

Mann-Whitney U P Mann-Whitney U P

Cognitive challenges 46.5 .373 47 .391
Cognitive regulation planning 36 .114 57 .843
Cognitive regulation monitoring 33 .075 60 1
Cognitive regulation controlling 47 .391 60 1
Emotional/motivational challenges 41.5 .222 41.5 .222
Emotional/motivational regulation 36.5 .212 39.5 .175
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In collaborative learning, research demonstrates that learners are generally unable to recognise a
demand to regulate learning (Järvenoja et al., 2017). In this study, this process of regulatory control
was observed only among HPGs, as LPGs were less aware of and less successful in regulating their
learning. Moreover, monitoring has been observed to lead to controlling activities (Molenaar &
Chiu, 2014). In the present study, both groups exhibited similarities in the sequentiality of moni-
toring with cognitive challenges. Nevertheless, only HPGs manifested a stronger sequential
relationship between controlling and cognitive challenges. One possible explanation for the weaker
sequential connection between controlling and cognitive challenges among LPGs is their poor
monitoring skills, as previous research has shown that poor monitoring can hinder learners
from initiating control (Molenaar & Chiu, 2014).

Sequential pathways between cognitive regulation and emotional/motivational
regulation

Both groups had different sequential pathways between cognitive regulation (i.e., planning, moni-
toring, and controlling) and emotional/motivational regulation. LPGs manifested fewer sequential
pathways between cognitive regulation and emotional/motivational regulation compared to HPGs.
The process map of LPGs shows a less sequential relationship (i.e., nine and six frequencies)
between planning and emotional/motivational regulation as compared to HPGs, which had 30
and 20 frequencies.

Regarding monitoring, HPGs transited more frequently between the sequential pathways of
monitoring and emotional/motivational regulation with the frequency values of 51 and 43.
LPGs, on the same pathways, had frequency values that were almost half as high (i.e., 22 and
24). The pathways between controlling and emotional/motivational regulation were weak in the
process model of LPGs, with frequency values of two and four. However, HPGs, in the same situ-
ation, had stronger pathways in terms of frequency (i.e., 10 and 15). As prior studies have found a
complex relationship between metacognitive experience for cognitive regulation and the presen-
tation of feelings and judgements while performing a collaborative task (Dindar et al., 2020), this
study further reveals that HPGs differ from LPGs regarding the relationship between cognitive
regulation and emotional/motivational regulation. Further experimental investigations are needed
to quantify the effect of the relationship between cognitive regulation and emotional/motivational
regulation on learning performance.

Sequential pathways between emotional/motivational challenges and cognitive
regulation

Both groups differed in the sequential pathways between emotional/motivational challenges and
cognitive regulation. LPGs manifested more sequential pathways (i.e., 35 and 32 in frequency)
between planning and challenges compared to HPGs, whose frequency values were 22 and 18. Simi-
larly, with frequency values of 43 and 48, the process model of LPGs showed more sequential path-
ways between cognitive regulation monitoring and emotional/motivational challenges than HPGs.
The sequential pathways between cognitive regulation controlling and emotional/motivational
challenges were developed more frequently in LPGs than in HPGs in terms of frequency. These
results could confirm the hypothesis that LPGs are less effective in performing the SSRL than
HPGs when they face emotional/motivational challenges in learning.

Discussion

Research has shown that regulation in collaborative learning has several benefits (Malmberg et al.,
2017). However, there is a scarcity of empirical evidence in the literature examining the sequential
relationship between challenges and regulation in high- and low-performing groups. Therefore, in
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this study, we aimed to investigate the frequency, duration, and sequential relationship between
cognitive and emotional/motivational challenges and regulation in high- and low-performing
groups.

While the findings of this study, which included several Mann–Whitney U tests, did not yield
statistically significant differences in the frequency and duration of the coding categories between
high- and low-performing collaborative groups, evidence was provided in line with the previous
studies (e.g., Schoor & Bannert, 2012; Bannert et al., 2014; Paans et al., 2019a) for the argument
that the success of collaborative groups should not be solely determined by the duration or the
amount of regulation. Research in education has emphasised the role of reporting insignificant
results to accumulate knowledge towards evaluating and refining theories and existing findings
(Moalosi, 2013). Like earlier studies, our study did not find statistically significant differences
between the groups in terms of coding category frequencies, yet the findings enhanced our theor-
etical and methodological knowledge by highlighting the need to explore the regulatory processes in
investigating learning regulation. Therefore, this study can also be viewed in a similar light, as it
contributes to our understanding of the theoretical and methodological framework of regulated
learning by uncovering the sequential patterns between challenges and regulation.

Importantly, in this study, we demonstrated that the sequential relationships between challenges
and regulation should be considered to better understand the regulatory process between high- and
low-performing groups. The current study’s focus on the sequential patterns of challenges and
regulation in high- and low-performing collaborative groups is a departure from Schoor and Ban-
nert’s (2012) research, which found no difference in the sequential pathways of planning, monitor-
ing, evaluation, and motivation between low- and high-achieving dyads. In contrast, the process
models of the current study’s high- and low-performing groups demonstrated distinct sequential
pathways between cognitive and emotional/motivational challenges and regulation. This result
highlights the importance of considering the specific patterns of regulation and challenges within
collaborative groups when evaluating their performance, rather than just the frequency or duration
of these processes.

Furthermore, this study utilised a fine-grained approach to coding categories from group utter-
ances, which allowed us to consider event duration in process mining. Our findings are in line with
previous research (e.g., Su et al., 2018), especially in terms of the number of sequential pathways
between regulatory processes, which included monitoring and socio-emotional regulation. Su
et al. found that low-performing groups had more sequential pathways between regulatory pro-
cesses, which is similar the present study’s findings that LPGs had more patterns of cognitive chal-
lenges. At the same time, the HPGs in the present study developed strong sequential pathways
between cognitive and emotional/motivational regulation to counter challenges, which differs
from Su et al.’s findings. Su et al. found no significant differences in the frequency of cognitive chal-
lenges between high- and low-performing groups. However, the present study found that HPGs had
higher frequencies of cognitive challenges than LPGs.

Research shows that initiating the regulatory process of planning is vital to broadening under-
standing in collaborative learning (Kempler-Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011). This could be an
indicator of performance during collaborative learning (Janssen et al., 2012). The theoretical frame-
work of regulated learning posits that planning is initiated not only to understand the task but also
to clarify learning conditions, including learners’ perceptions of the task, its content, and the design
roadmap to achieve learning objectives (Kempler-Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011; Malmberg
et al., 2017). Through this theoretical lens, HPGs could have realised that they should initiate plan-
ning purposefully, as the process models demonstrated that HPGs had more sequential transitions
between planning and cognitive challenges in contrast to the LPGs. One reason LPGs may not have
actively initiated planning to counter cognitive challenges is that they may have been unaware of
precisely when to initiate planning to proceed with the learning task and tackle the challenges.

The theoretical framework of regulated learning in collaborative learning settings places weight
on emotional regulation as a means of succeeding in collaboration (Järvenoja et al., 2019; Näykki
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et al., 2014). Initiating the process of emotion regulation helps learners apply different regulatory
strategies, such as formulating shared perceptions through the interpretation and observation of
emotional responses. This in turn leads to a sense of social inclusion, which decreases socio-
emotional conflict (Bakhtiar et al., 2018; Järvenoja et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2014). In addition,
joint emotion regulation develops collaborative synchrony, which leads to socially shared regulated
learning (Järvenoja et al., 2019). Based on these theoretical perspectives, it can be argued that the
HPGs were more aware of the emergence of cognitive challenges and utilised the SSRL to address
them by initiating emotion/motivational regulation.

Further, HPGs not only relied on cognitive regulation, but also actively applied different regu-
latory strategies (emotional/motivational in this case). This finding is in line with the work of Zheng
and Yu (2016), who found that high achievers were active in implementing different regulatory
strategies (i.e., monitoring, controlling, and goal setting) to achieve their learning objectives.

Regarding emotional and motivational challenges, the present study found that the stronger and
more frequent sequential transitions were between emotional/motivational challenges and cogni-
tive regulation rather than emotional/motivational regulation. Research has shown that the emer-
gence of regulatory processes during learning depends on the task and its context (Winne, 2014), as
well as on the demands of the learning situation (Järvenoja et al., 2015, 2018). Therefore, it can be
inferred that both categorised groups were mindful of the context and situation and used the regu-
latory processes of cognition, rather than those of emotion/motivation, to address emotional/moti-
vational challenges. In collaborative learning, research has shown that the cognitive aspects of
regulation are more prominent than emotional regulation (Kwon et al., 2014; Ucan & Webb,
2015). Additionally, the findings and context of this study suggest that emotional and motivational
challenges may be related to the cognitive aspects of collaborative tasks. Emotional/motivational
challenges could be considered the result of failing to proceed with the task rather than the emer-
gence of socio-emotional conflicts between the members of collaborative groups. Therefore, it can
be argued that emotional/motivational challenges drove group members to run regulatory pro-
cesses of cognition rather than emotion/motivation.

The process models revealed a surprising finding, in that the sequential patterns between
emotional/motivational challenges and cognitive regulation were stronger in LPGs than in
HPGs. LPGs made almost twice as many sequential transitions as HPGs between emotional/moti-
vational challenges and planning. This is consistent with the literature suggesting that low perfor-
mers often struggle to develop effective regulatory strategies to overcome challenges and make
progress in tasks, often relying on a trial-and-error approach (Beheshitha et al., 2015; Chang
et al., 2017; Hong & Liu, 2003). The process model showed that LPGs frequently switched back
and forth between emotional/motivational challenges and planning because they were unable to
develop effective strategies to improve their performance. This led to the emergence of further
emotional/motivational challenges. Similar results were found in previous research by Beheshitha
et al. (2015) and Heirweg et al. (2020), who found that surface learners and low achievers, respect-
ively, often failed to develop effective strategies and relied on a trial-and-error approach. Therefore,
the result of LPGs’more frequent sequential switch between emotional/motivational challenges and
planning is consistent with previous research.

It is interesting to note that the findings of this study and Zhang et al.’s (2021) are in agreement
regarding the importance of monitoring in collaborative learning. Both studies suggest that moni-
toring plays a crucial role in collaborative learning, and that HPGs tend to have stronger patterns of
monitoring than LPGs. Additionally, both studies suggested that monitoring is associated with
establishing a positive emotional collaborative environment. These findings highlight the impor-
tance of monitoring and emotional regulation in collaborative learning and suggest that these skills
should be explicitly taught and practiced in collaborative learning settings.

The theoretical framework of SSRL further suggests that collaborative groups work together to
regulate cognitive, motivational, emotional, and/or behavioural aspects to overcome challenges
(Hadwin et al., 2018). However, the process models of both groups, especially HPGs, show stronger
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sequential patterns between cognitive and emotional/motivational regulation than between cogni-
tive and emotional/motivational challenges. According to Järvelä, Kirschner, et al. (2016), regulat-
ory processes are typically initiated by cognitive factors. The findings of this study support that both
groups show a higher frequency of sequential connections between cognitive and emotional/moti-
vational regulation.

In addition to planning and monitoring, the process model of HPGs shows that, they also
develop stronger sequential connections for controlling compared to LPGs. To some extent, this
result is parallel with the findings of Kempler-Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011). The research-
ers concluded that synergy between planning and monitoring helps collaborative groups achieve
their joint learning goals. However, the process model of HPGs expands on this understanding
by demonstrating that the synergistic inclusion of controlling the learning process, in conjunction
with planning and monitoring, helps groups sustain their collaboration and achieve their joint
learning objectives.

Finally, the results showed that the sequential connections between emotional/motivational
challenges and regulation were not particularly insightful. This contrasts with the results of Ucan
and Webb’s (2015) study. The researchers suggested that regulatory processes of emotion and
motivation are triggered by socially challenging situations. However, we propose that emotional/
motivational regulation may emerge when collaborative groups face cognitive difficulties related
to learning. This proposition is supported by the theoretical grounding that regulatory processes
are typically initiated by cognitive aspects (Järvelä, Kirschner, et al., 2016). Thus, the process models
of this study illustrate that emotional/motivational regulation is more strongly and sequentially
linked with planning, monitoring, and controlling than with either type of challenge. It can thus
be inferred that when facing challenges, collaborative groups first engage in regulatory actions
(i.e., planning, monitoring, and controlling) to overcome the challenges. The regulatory process
of emotion/motivation emerges as a result of these regulatory actions, rather than directly because
of the challenges themselves.

Implications

We envision some concrete educational and practical implications of the study for furthering ped-
agogical methods, helping improve learning content, and designing customised support for Nordic
higher education collaborative groups. Studies suggest that knowledge constructions could be
improved if collaborative learning environments are integrated with certain elements that trigger
an SSRL (Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013; Järvelä et al., 2013). Through this lens, the present study provides
empirical evidence of the learning processes (i.e., challenges and regulation) of low- and high-per-
forming collaborative groups in higher education. This in turn provides directions for developing
supportive elements that may help groups initiate regulatory processes during learning in a colla-
borative learning environment. For instructional developers in higher education, the results of the
present study imply that pedagogical methodologies and learning content may have prompts to not
only encourage learners to monitor group progress, but also control learning by initiating strategies
to deal with challenges. The results also suggest that scaffolding should be integrated to support col-
laborative groups that lack the skills to encounter challenges. Since this study applied process analy-
sis, instructional designers could glean some benefits, for example, by integrating prompts or scripts
into learning content that may encourage collaborative groups to resolve challenges by initiating
regulatory processes. Another implication is that the duration of regulation may not need to be con-
sidered when designing prompts or scripts for collaborative learning, as it was not a determining
factor for either the high- or low-performing groups in the study.

The field of learning analytics research is devoted to creating customised and specific feedback
for students (Gaševic et al., 2016). This study contributes to the theoretical understanding of SRL by
addressing its difficulties; in doing so, it can assist in the development of personalised and timely
feedback tools for collaborative groups in higher education. This study also shows that high- and
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low-performing groups differ in how they regulate challenges, so grouping students beforehand and
providing tailored support for learning regulation could be beneficial for collaborative learning
tasks.

This study’s theoretical implications suggest that the duration of regulation of learning does not
have a significant impact on the success or failure of collaborative learning. Furthermore, emotional
or motivational challenges do not always result in emotional or motivational regulation, indicating
that other factors may be at play. Additionally, the findings support the idea that cognitive regu-
lation can be initiated by emotional or motivational challenges rather than just cognitive ones, pro-
viding a new perspective on the relationship between emotional and cognitive regulation.

Conclusion

The sequential relationshipbetween challenges and cognitive andemotional/motivational regulation in
collaborative learning settings are still underexplored. To address this gap, the present study applyed a
process mining methodology to investigate the sequential relationship between challenges and regu-
lation in high- and low-performing collaborative groups. The results revealed that HPGs developed
stronger connections between cognitive and emotional/motivational regulation to tackle cognitive
challenges, unlike LPGs. Both groups monitored their learning, but HPGs were able to directly
apply successful strategies, while LPGs relied on trial and error. The study suggests that the amount
of time spent on learning regulation is not necessarily an indicator of success or failure in collaborative
learning.Thefindings extendprior research anddeepenourunderstandingof regulated learning and its
relationship to challenges in a higher education context. Additionally, the results have practical impli-
cations fordesigningpersonalised support and feedback, pedagogicalmethodologies, and learning con-
tent in collaborative learning environments at the higher education level.

Limitations and future work

This study has some limitations that make generalisation of the findings challenging. First, the study
used only video data, which has limitations in analysing specific behaviour and the reasons for its
manifestation in particular patterns and connections in learning processes (Järvenoja et al., 2019).
Future studies should use multimodal datasets to increase the generalizability of the results. Second,
some groups were familiar with each other and were from the same degree programme, which may
have influenced their collaboration and learning processes. Future studies should take this into
account. Third, the study did not capture the sequential relationship of off-task activities with chal-
lenges and regulation due to the design of the learning task and the video data of the groups. Exam-
ining off-task activities could have been informative in exploring whether collaborative groups
manifested sequential patterns of off-task activities when facing challenges. Future research
could also capture off-task activities to explore the sequentialities among different variables. Lastly,
the process mining methodology is insufficient for examining the temporality of the occurrence of
research variables. Therefore, future studies could use temporal methods in combination with pro-
cess mining to address this issue.
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Appendices

Appendix 1 Trends scores of groups in high- and low-performing groups.

Categorisation of groups Groups Trend scores
HPGs Two 8

Four 10
Six 5
Nine 9
Ten 8
Eleven 7
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Continued.

Categorisation of groups Groups Trend scores
Twelve 7
Eighteen 9
Twenty 6
Twenty-one 10
Twenty-four 10
Twenty-six 6

LPGs Three 0
Seven 2
Eight 3
Thirteen 0
Fourteen 1
Fifteen 0
Sixteen 4
Nineteen 1
Twenty-two 0
Twenty-five 0

Appendix 2 Scheme of coding categories applied for the video data

Category name Definition Examples
Cognitive challenge A cognitive challenge was coded when group

members’ utterances were related to facing a
problem in understanding the task or content,
choosing effective strategies to complete the task
and focusing on task (Hadwin et al., 2018; Järvenoja
et al., 2019; Näykki et al., 2014).

“maintenance! I don’t know”
“I have the question as well, I don’t know”
“This is something we don’t know”
“But we don’t know what is the relationship”

Emotional/
motivational
challenge

An emotional/motivational challenge was coded
when group members’ utterances were related to
negative emotions such as annoyance, anxiety, or
frustration or faced problems in overcoming them.
Lack of self-efficacy, interest, and difference in
personal priorities and respective goals were also
considered emotional/motivational challenges
(Järvenoja et al., 2019)

“Oh shit, this is gonna be so complicated” “Shirt
stock is zero, I don’t like that”
“What the hack is this?”
“What’s wrong, oh my God!”

Cognitive
regulation
planning

A cognitive regulation planning was coded when
group members’ utterances were associated with
understanding the task or content, coordinating
and clarifying conditions about the task, selecting/
suggesting effective strategies/actions and setting
goals to complete the task, or reading and
interpreting the task directions and engaging with
the task or content (Kempler-Rogat & Linnenbrink-
Garcia, 2011)

“Just get some workers first”
“Decrease the number of machines we need”
“What if we do it, I mean slowly”
“How many workers do you want?”

Cognitive
regulation
monitoring

A cognitive regulation monitoring was coded when
group members’ utterances were related to
recording/tracking of their performance, noting/
checking their progress or results, and monitoring
own or group members’ mutual understanding of
the task content or learning were coded as
monitoring (Ucan & Webb, 2015)

“In the first month, I lowered the wage and we
ordered 300 hundred more, right?”
“Raw material price eight, its doubled”
“Customers interested, it has slowed down”
“We sold a lot more shirts this month”

Cognitive
regulation
controlling

A cognitive regulation controlling was coded when
group members’ utterances were associated with
controlling of their performance of the task. By
controlling performance, group members’ forecast/
prediction or designing or figuring out a strategy
such as doing calculation, making outlines, taking
picture of screen, making mind-map etc were coded
as controlling

“I start writing down because I will follow [makes
calculations]”
“Can we take a picture of this?”
“If we buy if we get store we will lose and, yah
we don’t have[money]”
“I am gonna take a [screenshot]”

An emotional/motivational regulation was coded
when group members’ utterances were related to

“Don’t worry about it”
“I am happy because we figured out this one

(Continued )
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Continued.

Category name Definition Examples
Emotional/
motivational
regulation

regulation of negative feelings such as encouraging
each other that they can do the task (Järvenoja
et al., 2019), conveying awareness of their negative
emotional experiences, praising and
complementing to each other and conveying
awareness of their motivational experiences (Ucan &
Webb, 2015)

relationship there”
“Good job, we stocked up”
“I think that’s fine you know I am interested in
too many products and”

Evaluating An evaluating was coded when group members’
utterances were related to evaluation of overall
learning processes and outcomes, i.e., evaluating/
reviewing the group’s overall learning in the task
(Ucan & Webb, 2015)

“I need a number man then I can see how
successful we are”
“I think it would if we kept retail to we didn’t
change anything else then perhaps yah but yah
its okey, we learn a lot”

Appendix 3 Cohen’s Kaapa (K) values of all coding categories

Variables Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Cognitive challenge 0.89 0.72 0.75
Cognitive regulation planning 0.65 0.59 0.58
Cognitive regulation monitoring 0.64 0.63 0.57
Cognitive regulation controlling 0.59 0.65 0.69
Emotional/motivational challenge 0.66 0.87 0.93
Emotional/motivational regulation 0.65 0.90 0.91
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